A decentralized app that provides you a simple and fast overview of your trades and
de-fi wallets. Our goal is to provide simple, effective and user-friendly tools for your
everyday de-fi activities.

Litepaper

The Market
More than 100 million people around the world are now using cryptocurrencies - and a growing number of
baby boomers and Gen Xers are becoming interested in bitcoin and other tokens, according to two
separate reports.
A report from exchange Crypto.com estimated that there were 106 million crypto users around the world in
January 2021, following a 16% jump in participants that month alone.
A separate survey from financial advisory group deVere found 70% of its clients aged over 55 had already
invested in digital currencies, or were planning to do so, in 2021, despite bitcoin and others being strongly
associated with younger, millennial investors.
- Business Insider

Small crypto and de- investors are constantly growing and our mission is to provide simple, effective
and user-friendly tools for their everyday de- activities.

fi

fi
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The Problem
The main problem is that there is no way to fully track your profits and losses in real time; on each “trade”
the investor must calculate everything manually. All this causes loss of time and energy.

No way to track all your profits and
losses in real time after buying an
X amount of any token on
PancakeSwap and/or UniSwap
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No unique dapp that allows you to
exchange any token, track your
trades and your wallets all in a
single place

Beginners who are just starting
trading tokens cannot find any
user-friendly and intuitive software
that allows them to use all the
basic trading features

The Solution
SwapTracker provides you a simple and fast overview of your trades and de-fi wallets providing simple,
effective and user-friendly tools for your everyday de-fi activities, all in a single place.

Our main features:
• Dashboard with overview and graphs
• Wallet tracker
• Trade tracker (with profit/loss)
• Internal exchange
• Farm and stake
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Dashboard

After connecting the preferred de-fi
wallet (such as MetaMask, Trust Wallet,
Ledger Wallet, WalletConnect), the
users will be able to access all the main
informations such as wallet balance,
last open trades, 24h profit/loss and a
real-time graph counting the closed
trades profits.
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Wallet Tracker

SwapTracker is able to keep track of all
the tokens contained in the connected
wallet. Users are able to change
network (ETH or BSC) and the FIAT
currency with the upper-right
dropdown menus.
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Trade Tracker
Calculating the token profits and
losses manually is just a waste of time,
let us do all the work for you.
SwapTracker keeps track of all trades
made on our internal BSC and ETH
exchange and displays the real-time
updated profits and losses.
Users are able to click on “CLOSE
TRADE” to be redirect to our internal
exchange and sell automatically the
amount previously bought.
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Exchange

After choosing the preferred network,
SwapTracker will allow users to swap
any token on our internal DEX, which
mirrors the standard PancakeSwap or
UniSwap exchanges. Each amount
bought on our exchange will be
recorded on the "history" section as an
open trade.
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SWPT Token Utility
The SWPT token utility is directly related to the user software usage. Users are able to use SwapTracker just
by holding an amount of SWPT token. The 3 tiers all have the same features available, but with different
commissions. Commissions are paid by users on each trade open using our internal exchanges.
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Supported Chains
SwapTracker will operate on the currently two most used trading chains: BSC (with PancakeSwap exchange
integration) and ETH (with UniSwap exchange integration).
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Roadmap
Litepaper release and distribution
Platform design
Farm and staking
Public sale through IDO
First stages development
Online community building
Liquidity locked
PancakeSwap Listing

First BETA release on ETH network
with MetaMask integration
ETH internal exchange development

Q1 2022
Q4 2021

Q3 2022
Q2 2022

First BETA release on BSC network
with MetaMask integration
BSC internal exchange development
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ETH network development final release

2023
Q4 2022

BSC network development final release
Loyal tiers creation
Trust Wallet integration
Ledger Wallet integration
WalletConnect integration

Research and development
on other networks

Team
Thomas Macorig
Founder & CEO
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Gabriele Polese
Co-Founder & COO

Tokenomics

Token: SWPT
Total supply: 200.617.300.000

Category

Percentage

Tokens

Liquidity

5,1%

10.231.482.300,00

Public Sale

10%

20.061.730.000,00

Founders

15%

Advisors

Price 1BNB/SWPT

Total Raise BNB

Vestingmonths

Note
100% Starting from listing

3 months

25% Starting from listing and 25% onwords monthly

30.092.595.000,00

10 months

5% Starting from listing and 5% onwords every 15 days

10%

20.061.730.000,00

10 months

5% Starting from listing and 5% onwords every 15 days

Strategic Reserve

24,9%

49.953.707.700,00

10 months

5% Starting from listing and 5% onwords every 15 days

Marketing

15%

30.092.595.000,00

10 months

5% Starting from listing and 5% onwords every 15 days

Ecosystem Growth

14%

28.086.422.000,00

10 months

5% Starting from listing and 5% onwords every 15 days

Staking

6%

12.037.038.000,00

TOTAL

100%

200.617.300.000,00

Listing Circulation Token

SWPT Amount

Public Sale

5.015.432.500,00

Founders

1.504.629.750,00

Advisors

1.003.086.500,00

Strategic Reserve

2.497.685.385,00

Marketing

1.504.629.750,00

Ecosystem growth

1.404.321.100,00

Total *

11.425.155.235,00
* staking excluded
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13.250.000 SWPT

1.500

100% Starting from listing
1.500

Category

BNB Amount

Marketcap at listing

862,28 BNB

IDO Hardcap

1.500 BNB

IDO Softcap

750 BNB

Quick links

Social

More info
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